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SPORT REQUIREMENTS ALTERED THIS YEAR

New System Of Seasonal Sports Offers Opportunities To Experts And Americanists

CHANGE IN COSTUMES AS WELL

A tentative system of fall and spring sports for 1925-26 will be played. This system has been approved by the faculty. The new system will provide for a greater emphasis on outdoor activities, and will be designed to meet the needs of individual students more effectively than the old system did. The new system will also provide for a greater variety of sports, and will be more flexible in its scheduling, so that it will be easier to accommodate the schedules of individual students.

PRACTISED TEAM TO COME FROM OXFORD

Speakers Are Men Of Coming Influence In English Liberal Politics

With October 28, the date of the Oxford debate, fast approaching, and the members of the Wellesley team hard at work in preparation for the debate, it seems appropriate to mention some facts about the teams. Both teams have been working intensively and have been receiving coaching from expert instructors in the field.

OCTOBER 17 BRINGS WITH IT FIRST DORM DANCE OF YEAR

Big Dorm Dance has been planned for the evening of October 17, the first of the year, at Alumnae Hall, and the college is most urgently invited to attend with guests, since there is no precedent for such an event at this time of year. It is made up of three former presidents of the Ox-

HELEN STOUT REPORTS RECENT JUNIOR MONTH

1925 Representative Talks Of Study Interesting Social and Intellectual Trends

"I want to see the other!" Our rally day I was standing in a dark tenement kitchen talking to a woman whose love was reflected in her eyes. Looking down I saw the woman's little ten-year-old daughter standing beside her. When I hastily said, "Don't worry," the woman burst into tears and she gave me a package of cookies. With tears in her eyes she said, "I want to see the other." Then I remembered that the last time I had been in that dirty kitchen I had just had my shoes shined. The tears came out of my eyes when I realized that the little girl had never had the shoes shined, and she was giving me a package of cookies. I then thought of the people who were not being cared for, and I wanted to do something to help them. I decided to go to the other side of the world and see what I could do for them. I was thinking about this when I saw the other dormitory.

FAIRYLAND FIGURES IN BARN RECEPTION

1925 Is Officially Welcomed In Novel Program Presented By The Barn's Revivalists

A revelation of fairyland marked the first affair of the Barnworths Association, the annual reception held in the Barnworth's Guild Hall on Saturday evening, October 5. A radical innovation in Barnworth's Guild Hall activities was the presentation of an original program that was in that original fairy tale by Mrs. N. Walker. Walker replaced the customary band with a young interpreter of nature and extraordinary depth the power to make his take real, and a veritable illusion into the realm of elves and fairies was offered to those attending the Barn reception.

Speeches by Miss Presidio, Miss Tutts, Mrs. Hunt, and Miss King provoked the entertainment. Catherine McCarthy 26, president of Barn, wel-
ted the speakers in the opening address, as the Barn announced for the first time. Miss Presidio, Miss Tutts, Mrs. Hunt, and Miss King, who had been introduced to the audience, spoke of the Barn, as it was when the audience was first introduced to the Barn and who had never been in the audience before. The Barn reception was conducted by the Barn's organizations and committee members. The Barn's Revivalists was the organization of the Barn reception, and the Barn's Revivalists was the organization of the Barn reception.

FUTURE STAGE DEPENDS ON COLLEGE

Hunt, who has planned the Barn program, for 1925, explained the opportunity and obligation which the Barn has to provide an interest and an educated taste in the stage. The future of the stage is dependent upon the Barn, and Hunt explained that the Barn has been an inspiration and a model for the students of the Barn. Hunt explained that the Barn has been a model for the students of the Barn.

NOTICE

Apply at A.C.A. office for following jobs:

Light housekeeping
Reading to invalids
Taking care of children
Washing in Walker's Guild Hall
(Office dogs needed.)

EDITED BY R. N. TOWNS

FOOTBALL

FACULTY HOCKEY TEAM WILL PRACTICE ON SATURDAY AT 3

Last Saturday afternoon, September 28, those interested in faculty hockey met at the Faculty Hall for their first practice. Every one who is a member of the faculty of the Wellesley, excluding Miss McGeary, an alumnus, or who is outside of the college, is cordially invited to these practices. The practices will be held again at 3:30 on Saturday afternoon at the Faculty Hall. All are invited to attend.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

This issue of the Wellesley College News is published by the students of the college, and all contributions are welcome. The editors are responsible for the opinions expressed in the newspaper.
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HATHAWAY HOUSE

Have you discovered the LENDING LIBRARY
at Hathaway House Bookshop?

The Very Newest Books

Fiction 4c.  day. Non fiction in proportion to value of book.

Sue Rice Studio
Photographs
and Enlargements

VINCENT S. MARTINO, ARTISTIC HAIR CUTTER
LADIES' SCALE CUT AND SHAVINGS A SEPARATE ROOM FOR LADIES

LATEST STYLE MUSCLE ROUSHING DONE BY EXPERT HAIRDRESSERS
544 Washington Street, Wellesley. Wellesley Haircut and Wash by Wellesley Fruit Company upon request. See and hear looking glass. Tel. 559-W.

Dr. Francis S. Keating
DENTIST
Lady Assistant
Tel. 623-W
THE WABAN BLOCK

Dr. Copeland Merrill
Dentist
HOTEL WABAN ANNEX
WELLESLEY SQUARE
Tel. Wellesley 1507

Dr. Dwight R. Clement
Dentist
The WABAN, Wellesley, Mass.
Telephone Wellesley 1028-J

DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
The WABAN, Wellesley, Mass.
Telephone Wellesley 564-W

MORRISON GIFT SHOP
Successors to Sue Rice Art Shop
College and Social Stationery, Engraving, Cards, Pictures, Picture Frames, Linens, Gifts for all occasions.

HOTEL WABAN BLOCK
WELLESLEY VILLAGE

WEEK OF OCTOBER 4th

Showing at the Inn
McCUTCHEON of New York
Best and Company of N. Y.

SPECIAL SUPPERS

BOSTON
WORCESTER
NEW BEDFORD

ADVANCED SHOWING OF EVENING FOOTWEAR

Hurry to match all shoes.

Wilbar's
82 SUMNER ST.
435 WASHINGTON ST.
WRITING HAYHOWER EXPLAINS

In the few years of last week as to why Hayhower House is not carrying new textbooks in a stock is a fair question which is understood. Since early last spring, the

dilettantes of Hayhower House have been notified by the College Committee concerning the possibility of the assimilation of the book stock of College Bookstore with Hayhower House. Until the very early fall, it was believed that an arrangement could be made to take

effect this fall. Had this happened, you would have known the closing of this opportunity was not an apparent shortcoming in the case of Hayhower House of all their stock, but your orders for this fall.

We decided to do what we could do in accordance with the situation. But since 1930, and we have made the best of the situation as we have been able. The new year is still open, and we are looking forward to the coming season, which we hope to carry on as usual.

Miss Hill should direct the number of copies that can be ordered. And if you have any complaints, you can always contact me in person. I, in return, will do my best to accommodate you.

The College Laws

"To turn to the more complex problem of college law, what is the duty of the president of the student body?" asked the officer of the student body of this week. But the most ubiquitous elucidation of the few changes in law must be made, and we are now ready to discuss such changes.

In the fall of this year, the student body will be formed, and it is expected that the new law will be in full force. The College Law is a necessary condition of human society, and it is expected that the new law will be in full force. In the fall of this year, the student body will be formed, and it is expected that the new law will be in full force.

Hayhower House is proud to announce the opening of a new book store. The store will be open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM on weekdays, and from 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM on Saturdays. The store will be located in the basement of the Hayhower House, and will be open to the public.

In addition to textbooks, the store will carry a wide variety of other items, including stationery, office supplies, and snacks.

The store is open to all students, faculty, and staff of the College, and is managed by the students of Hayhower House.

The store is open to all students, faculty, and staff of the College, and is managed by the students of Hayhower House.

Thank you for your support, and we look forward to serving you.

The Hayhower Cooperative Bookstore

Notice

The Hayhower Cooperative Bookstore will soon open a second location in downtown Wellesley. The store will be open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM on weekdays, and from 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM on Saturdays. The store will be located in the heart of downtown Wellesley, and will be open to the public.

In addition to textbooks, the store will carry a wide variety of other items, including stationery, office supplies, and snacks.

The store is open to all students, faculty, and staff of the College, and is managed by the students of Hayhower House.

The store is open to all students, faculty, and staff of the College, and is managed by the students of Hayhower House.

Thank you for your support, and we look forward to serving you.

The Hayhower Cooperative Bookstore
THEATER

WELLESLEY

Display

Shop

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday October 12, 13 and 14

Here is something so refreshing so dashedly different about Stewart & Co. fashions that they have a decided appeal to the well-dressed American College Girl. This interesting exhibition presents the latest Paris-inspired models in the fascinating new colors and fabrics of Fall—at unusually moderate prices.

COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE

Wellesley Hills

Rockefeller Hall

(at) 2:30


de, and Pars, Oct. 17 and 18

Bis. Wintz, in "Tracked in the Snow Country"

Cometry

Park News

and Thurs, Oct. 17 and 18

Saratoga In "Volland"

W. and Ave. 4:00 and 7:00

Neath, Mary Ryan and Neith Hamilton in "The Street of Forgotten Men"

June Leboni Camp, Public News

For artistic photographs call

Nicholas Studio

WELLESLEY 0960

Have you tried our delicious Luncheons and Dinners at our shop, 200 Boylston Street? Splendid Food. Excellent Service. Delightful Surroundings.

Nayler's

200 BOYLSTON STREET

COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE

Wellesley Hills

"Tracked in the Snow Country"

Cometry

Park News

"Volland"

Saratoga

"The Street of Forgotten Men"

June Leboni Camp, Public News

The Theater

COLONIAL—Mayfeld Falls

TENANT—The Navey-Loiterer

COOLED—The 200 Boys

WILBUR—What Price Glory

Plymouth—The Gorilla

Park—The Show Off

SHURB—The Student Prince

HOLLES—American Born

Majestic—Rose Marie

"THE GORILLA"

We went to see The Gorilla prepared to be disappointed and unthrilled. We left the theater in a state of exhilaration after one of the most exciting and hilarious afternoons in our experience. Possessed of a perpetual plot the play manages to convey the impression of elaborate burlesque and complicated situations. But the perfection lies in the brevity of all the devices of mystery plays. Nothing is lacking. The sliding panel opens and the horrible hairy arm slides through, as the lights go out, and a volley of revolver shots shot for the curtain. The door is thrown open and the mysterious figure with the Gorilla's hand tattooed on his breast falls gigantically into the room. The sparks, clapping hands, nobly de- rected accompaniment to the untold desires, and the spectator says "I'm interested and everything." The last stroke that convinced us was the grand finale of the author, Ralph Sketch, was the old colored servant, who did faithful service. The character of a well-to-do man and the pith of his disillusionment. There is a true grace and a finished art in Mr. Hunter's acting, especially in the portrayal of the awkward nervousness of the bee of "almost eighteen." Mrs. Simmons, played by Helen Gougeon, was entirely convincing. As Mr. Hunter said in his curtain call at the end of the evening, "Alston is done. Long live Young Wooley!"

YALE'S DRAMA SCHOOL OPENS;

GROUND BROKEN FOR THEATER

Yale has recently opened its newest department, that of dramatic arts, according to an article in the New York Times of October 12. Professor George Pierce Baker, formerly leader of the "17 Workshops" at Harvard, is the director of this newly inaugurated department, to which nineteen members have already been admitted for the six courses offered during the first term of the department. "Only 50% of the applications for admission to the drama courses have been allowed," the Times states. "Half a dozen colleges, aside from Yale, are reaching out to the country, to include in the department. Courses are offered both in writing and in presenting plays. Three programs have already been played, for which work began October 5. For the present, however, all performances will be restricted to audiences of students in the department...

CLOYES

WELLESLEY

Opposite the bank

A store for College Students

Room furnishings

Raincoats

Umbrellas

Dresses

Baskets

Sporting goods

Hardware

Dry Goods

Hosery

Gloves

Underwear

Sweaters

Blouses

Small wares, etc.

College Stationery

A shop for smart dresses, scarfs, hosier, etc.

ONE SOPHOMORE

ONE JUNIOR

WANTED

News Business Board Try-out

Register

News Bug-out 4 to 5 P. M. Oct. 8 and 9

“ Beauty Aid for Every Need”

NESTLE LANOIL PERMANENT WAVING

MARINELLO SHOP

GRACE TAYLOR, Prop.

Phone: Wellesley 0442-W

Over Clement's Drug Store, Wellesley Square
We are always skeptical about our college days being "the most carefree of our lives," unless perhaps we are visiting them in our minds. We keep remembering the reality that after our college careers are over, we must do something which involves more responsibility than anything we have done before. Few of us have done anything quite as important as "remodeling" is to the woman. We now and then give some little thought to intimate propinquities that there can be an uncertainty about our life after college; there we call it Tolkien. The majority of us must decide by early June whether or not to do so. I suppose there is the ever present necessity of making ourselves resemble individuals. When we get to that point in our minds we are eager to make every part of our life more smooth and deliberate like work. All too often we find ourselves trying to gain what we know in our personal happiness and refinement of life, then, we keep seeing ourselves as for the future. It is something that we have something definite to which we are attracted, and we have a fuller interest in the careers we do elect.

It is only as we consider the important question, to prove our way as undergraduates toward getting out of our future, that we can answer the question of Vocational Information. Most of us are told with it only as a branch of the administration, for removed from us and our college activities. But the departed work has, working in cooperation, as an accomplishment composed of a senior, two juniors, three sophomores and freshmen. At this time of our college career, it is the responsibility of this committee to make the department of Vocational Information. They plan and manage the lectures which bring to our campus men and women from various fields of preparation and many people that can give the advice and information which we need in order to decide our decisions. This year, it is the plan to develop a series of small round table discussions led by people who can answer our personal questions and give individual advice.

The fact that students coming to the administration realized the necessity for cooperation with the student body. The committee now feels the need of that cooperation for itself. The whole department is here to help and serve us. Plans for the year must be made bigger and better in accordance with the interests and our needs are known. The committee begins cooperation the first of the year. An envelope will be placed on the Vocational Information Board in the Bulletin Room of the Student Union. Please place there your suggestions and questions.

Elodie Marie Henderson
Assistant Professor of Botany

For Your Calligraphic Callisthenics

The Conklin Endura was built for the man who "calls a mean sentence." Try one the next time you're in a pen counter.

Conklin Endura, as $1 and $7 in red, black, subdued, long, or short; clip or ring cap; the whole variety of other Conklin pens and fountain pens in all models up to $10! Also, the Conklin Vest Pocket Models, $1.00 for pen. Conklin quality in every one.

Some of the Uses Covered

Scientific, Technical, Office, Business, General Writing, Good for Engraving, Letters and Notes, in Writing, and for drafting, instruction, or dictating. Students, Teachers, Doctors, Men of letters, and all writers should have one. Can be obtained at your regular Conklin dealer. All models are also available, and the Conklin Endura is a good quality pen at a good price. Conklin quality in every one.

The Conklin Endura, as $1 and $7 in red, black, subdued, long, or short; clip or ring cap; the whole variety of other Conklin pens and fountain pens in all models up to $10! Also, the Conklin Vest Pocket Models, $1.00 for pen. Conklin quality in every one.

The Conklin Endura, as $1 and $7 in red, black, subdued, long, or short; clip or ring cap; the whole variety of other Conklin pens and fountain pens in all models up to $10! Also, the Conklin Vest Pocket Models, $1.00 for pen. Conklin quality in every one.

The Conklin Endura, as $1 and $7 in red, black, subdued, long, or short; clip or ring cap; the whole variety of other Conklin pens and fountain pens in all models up to $10! Also, the Conklin Vest Pocket Models, $1.00 for pen. Conklin quality in every one.

The Conklin Endura, as $1 and $7 in red, black, subdued, long, or short; clip or ring cap; the whole variety of other Conklin pens and fountain pens in all models up to $10! Also, the Conklin Vest Pocket Models, $1.00 for pen. Conklin quality in every one.

The Conklin Endura, as $1 and $7 in red, black, subdued, long, or short; clip or ring cap; the whole variety of other Conklin pens and fountain pens in all models up to $10! Also, the Conklin Vest Pocket Models, $1.00 for pen. Conklin quality in every one.

The Conklin Endura, as $1 and $7 in red, black, subdued, long, or short; clip or ring cap; the whole variety of other Conklin pens and fountain pens in all models up to $10! Also, the Conklin Vest Pocket Models, $1.00 for pen. Conklin quality in every one.

The Conklin Endura, as $1 and $7 in red, black, subdued, long, or short; clip or ring cap; the whole variety of other Conklin pens and fountain pens in all models up to $10! Also, the Conklin Vest Pocket Models, $1.00 for pen. Conklin quality in every one.

The Conklin Endura, as $1 and $7 in red, black, subdued, long, or short; clip or ring cap; the whole variety of other Conklin pens and fountain pens in all models up to $10! Also, the Conklin Vest Pocket Models, $1.00 for pen. Conklin quality in every one.

The Conklin Endura, as $1 and $7 in red, black, subdued, long, or short; clip or ring cap; the whole variety of other Conklin pens and fountain pens in all models up to $10! Also, the Conklin Vest Pocket Models, $1.00 for pen. Conklin quality in every one.
Fraser's New Store at 58 Central St.

will be open the end of this week. Next to the Blue Dragon and close by Filene’s, you’ll find it handy to give in your orders. As the year goes on you’ll find it forming the quaintest and newest of creations at reasonable prices.

Drop in. You’re always welcome.
CORRECTION

"The address of Mrs. Harold E. Weeks (Virginia H. Trottier), 40
North Avenue, Newton, Mass., is listed twice.

SPORT REQUIREMENTS
ALUMNAE NOTES

ENGAGED


MARRIED

24 Claire E. Trottier to W. M. Hitchcock, August 12, 1925, in Brook-
ton, N.Y., daughter of 218 Spring Street, Brookline, Mass.

25 Florence M. Gifford to Mr. George Bower, July, 1925, of
address 145 Broad Street, Hartford, Conn.

26 Martha Jane Newbon to Henry Wheeler Young, formerly of Lake
Forest, Ill., now of London, England, August 29, 1925.

27 Ruth Ellen Dowe to Enrique Oscar Chavez, September 26, 1925,
at Baker, N. H.

28 Elizabeth Warren Hunsched to Dr. Albert Whitaker Seymour, June 24,
1925, address 583 Augusta Street, Rochester, N. Y.

29 Edward W. Norris to Ralph Dury Powell September 29, 1925 at
Huntington, N. Y., address after New.
30 218 Foster Street, Suite 2, Brighton, Mass.

31 Grace K. Freeman to H. Lidget Gray, Yale 1941, at Greely, Colorado, Sep.
19.

32 Charlotte Allen to Thomas Mc-

33 Kenneth Allen to Anna Mar

34 Janet Severson to Alan Birkhoff.

Address 171 Ward 13 St., New York City.

35 Helen F. Jackson to Albert N. Walker October 3, 1925 at Boston,
Mass., address after Nov. 15, 100 Madison Avenue, New-Mass.

36 Katherine Walker to Spencer

37 Grace Keiner to Edward Y. Hindin, September 25, 1925 at
Hollywood, Calif., address after Nov.
38 Kathi, Pacific, Penn.

BORN

24 To Bernard Cohn Hurwitz, a son, Robert Shiflett, September 24, 1925.

25 To Marion Ford Stewart, a sec-

26 To Alice Day Whitmore a daughter and second child, Andrew Day Whitmore, September 25, 1925.

DIED

24 Mary T. Richardson, August 1, 1925.

25 Mrs. Julia Frances Stoddard, widow of Ezra P. Stoddard, July 13,
1925 at Newtonville, Mass.

26 Grace Keiner, daughter of Emily Yell Hopkins, of Greenwood,
Missouri in August.

27 Helen J. Isreal of Newark,

28 George White Harris, father of Marion Hayes Leonard, July 15,
1925.

29 Dema T. Beaton, father of Helen K. Beaton, August 20, 1925.

30 Harold Ellis, brother of Ruth
Ellis, September 14, 1875.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

24 Elizabeth C. Burtch to 1636
Greenwood Avenue, Wilmette, III.